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Once upon a time—a fairly long ago time—there lived in a neat little cottage two young girls who were sisters. If you
had gone to see them on a bright warm summer's day, I daresay you would have envied them and their life and their
lot. For they were pretty and healthy and they loved each other dearly, and the cottage was charming to look at, in its
dress of clustering roses and honeysuckle and traveller's joy, and other sweet and beautiful climbing, flowering plants.
Furthermore, it stood in a little garden filled with treasures of different kinds, pansies, of which there was a great
variety, and lilies and mignonette and all the flowers one loves to see in an old-fashioned garden of the kind. And the
sisters kept it in perfect order, the beds were always raked, there was never a weed to be seen, the tiny plots of grass
were like velvet.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
In spring too it was very pretty, when first the snowdrops and then the crocuses and primroses and violets woke up
after their long winter sleep, and in autumn also there was a show of beauties, dahlias and chrysanthemums and
kitchen pokers and other pretty things of the season.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
And indeed, even in winter, the place had its charm, of evergreen shrubs and bright berries and—till the snow came
and made an end of all but the hardiest plants, the still remaining lovely variegated leaves of late autumn.u003cbr
/u003eu003cbr /u003e
No care or skill was wanting to keep the whole as pretty as could possibly be, for the sisters' father was a gardener,
and from him they had learnt both love of growing things and knowledge of all needed for their welfare. And not so
very long before this story begins I doubt if Aria or Linde—these were the girls' names—cared what time of year it was,
for all were happy days to them. Glowing summer, sparkling spring, rich mellow autumn, even winter, often cold and
grey—all brought joy and gladness, till one sad night terrible sorrow fell upon them. Their father was drowned on his
way home from market, in crossing a swollen stream, whose rushing waters broke down the little wooden bridge, over
which in the darkness he was driving his small pony-cart. And as the poor girls' mother had died years before, they
were now truly orphans.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
The neighbours—such as there were, for there were but few—were sorry for them and kind, as far as they could be.
But it was a lonely part of the world. The gardens where the drowned man had been one of the labourers belonged to
a rich landowner who seldom visited his property, and all that the place produced was sent to the nearest town and
there sold. Thus there was no one of importance to take much interest in Aria or Linde, except the steward of the
castle, who advised them to look for situations as servants, and when they wept and said they could not bear to be
parted, he got angry and called them fools and left them alone.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
For a short time they got on pretty well. They were still very young—Aria barely seventeen and Linde only fourteen,
but they were active and capable and ready-witted, and their father had managed to save a little, though, alas, but a
little.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e
Aria made it last as long as she possibly could. It was summer, and they needed but small fires and cheaper clothing
and even—so it seemed to them—simpler food than in the cold weather. Then they were able to earn a fair amount by
odd work in the hay-fields and so on, when work was at its best. And once a week, at least, they trudged all the way to
market laden with their loveliest flowers, tied up with great taste and care, and sometimes, as the season advanced,
baskets full of the wild fruit that they gathered in the forest hard by. Have I told you that their home was on the edge
of a forest? No? Ah well, never mind, we shall hear more of the forest by and by.
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